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#exhibitionsoffermore
a wide range of industry products and services - the same place, the same time
an excellent opportunity to develop a business contacts network
a chance to find inspiration for your business
the place to meet partners and companies to cooperate with, the opportunity to create
new and better solutions

strategic partners
honorary auspices

cooperation
media patronage
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knowledge partners

THE EXPO WHICH

FUELS THE BUSINESS
Recycling, waste management
and environmental protection
Professional recycling systems, innovative devices and
the latest solutions designed for waste management;
this is just a fraction of EKOTECH offer. The municipal
industry exhibitors are brought together to present presses, balers and shredder-pressing systems, containers,
and waste bins complemented municipal vehicles and
equipment, to name just a few product categories. Producers of solutions supporting waste transport, waste
segregation service providers will also come in abundance. For many years, the event has also attracted
representatives of municipal utilities and local governments, entrepreneurs running vehicle disassembly stations and secondary materials purchase depots, as well
as representatives of the world of science. The event is
a true one-stop-shop for the whole business sector.

Together We Create
Ecological Świętokrzyskie
EKOTECH expo will witness the first-time conference ”Together We Create Ecological Świętokrzyskie”. This is the
platform designed to discuss issues related to environmental protection and waste management; the meeting
is targeted at, inter alia, representatives of local governments and entrepreneurs.
- The conference is co-organised in collaboration with
the Marshal’s Office of the Świętokrzyskie Voivodeship;
the conference scope is entirely in line with the issues discussed at the Ekotech fair - emphasises Marcin Musiał,
the event manager. - The agenda also includes many
other industry meetings. We look forward to your active
participation in all our events. - adds Marcin Musiał.

EXPOS SHAPE

THE FUTURE OF BUSINESS

Targi Kielce is a one-stop-shop for the whole industry,
the place to enhance the existing business contacts and
find new leads and partners. The recent experience has
explicitly demonstrated that no email, telephone or teleconference can replace direct, face-to-face contacts.

Business meetings, an inherent part of expos, may build
and enhance business relationship based on trust.

The economy needs expos - trade shows generate development impulses. Direct meetings result in new ideas and innovations.

Trade fairs offer an ideal tool to evaluate and benchmark a particular industry’s standing. Exhibitions provide a perfect opportunity to see, try and test the latest
developments, learn about customers’ opinions on
companies’ products. Trade shows give an ideal chance
to exchange experiences and expand knowledge.
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#timetomeet
the latest

waste management trends and technologies

a wide range

of municipal equipment and eco transport

a perfect place

and opportunity to establish business contacts and investor relations

a chance

to find prospective customers

a rich and diversified
accompanying events agenda

ekotech.targikielce.pl
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PRODUCT AND SERVICE
CATEGORIES
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Waste management

Waste management support
(research, analysis, design,
investments realisation)

Products for the waste
management industry

Equipment for cleaning
buildings and premises

Green-areas maintenance
equipment

Equipment and vehicles
for the municipal services

Protection against
air pollution

ICT solutions

Water and sewage
management

Circular economy

Surface cleaning
and disinfection - technologies
and agents

Photovoltaic
panels - recycling
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EKOLOGICAL

MEETINGS

The 9th International
Waste Management Forum
Presentations and lectures on waste
management
Training for companies
that want to open a scrap yard
or a disassembly station
Information on legal regulations
and investment pathways
Counselling services for business entities
and local governments

76%

”I am Eco” workshops,
practical waste segregation classes

of exhibitors
declare to join
the upcoming
expo
*source: expo surveys

ekotech.targikielce.pl
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EKOTECH

MEANS PEOPLE
Katarzyna
Błachowicz

Deputy Prsident&CEO - the Recycling Cooperation Centre - not for
profit system LLC
A member of the Waste Management and Recycling Cluster

Every year, the Waste Management and Recycling
Cluster - the National Key
Cluster has actively participated in the Ekotech; we
have organised matchmaking and networking sessions, conferences and
meetings in the vibrant
and lively exhibition halls.
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic has altered many business plans;
however, thanks to Targi
Kielce’s initiative, Ekotech
was transferred to the virtual world. Thus, we could
recreate a substitute for
this event, the meetings
that are vital for our industry.
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Agata
Pasicka

Magdalena
Sułek-Domańska

Leango s.c.

ENERIS
Director for Communication

We find EKOTECH a perfect promotion space for
our products and services.
We are still a young company; thus, we enjoyed the
opportunity to announce a public market entry,
benchmark competitors
and mark our presence for
prospective business partners. EKOTECH is also a
source of inspiration offered by meeting focused on
technological innovations.

This year’s Ekotech online
offered a perfect opportunity to present the effects
of many months’ work on
good practices for bin shelters. For years, Targi Kielce’s events have gathered
hundreds of guests, not
only those related to the
municipal-management
industry, which offers the
opportunity to reach a large group of interested. This
is a quick and easy way to
disseminate knowledge
professionally and interestingly. Cooperation with
the expo centre is also,
and perhaps above all, an
opportunity to establish
valuable relationships.

60 exhibitors participated in the previous Ekotech edition
- this is their feedback. Find out why it is worth coming
to Kielce.

Robert
Dębicki

Tomasz
Legun

Polish Ecology

BERGMANN POLSKA
Owner

Congratulations - I do recognise the fact EKOTECH
was organised in difficult
pandemic times.; despite the reduced expo form
triggered by the COVID 19
pandemic, EKOTECH online was still an exciting and
professionally prepared
event. These two aspects
have been the expo DNA.
This year’s online meetings offered a pleasant
atmosphere; the Kielce
exhibition and congress
centre have made us accustomed to its nice surroundings. I hope that we
will have the opportunity
to meet next year.

There is no substitute for
direct face-to-face contact
with the customer, yet,
we were very pleasantly
surprised when joining the
online Expo - this format
perfectly did the job. An
efficient and professional
online trade show enables
us to present our solutions
to all participants. Additionally, we are delighted and
thankful for the EKOnowator award bestowed to our
new electric Roll-Packer.
Roll-Packer can compact
all waste in an open container even more efficiently.

Magdalena
Stępień
-Majchrowska
POLMECANIC GROUP Sp. z o.o.

POLMECANIC group finds
the EKOTECH participation
the opportunity to present
its product portfolio. This is
an opportunity to learn the
EKO industry’s specialists’
opinions and update knowledge; this can be further
used in the existing solutions and of business-running methods. EKOTECH
offers a ”direct” contact with
the organisers, and above
all, with prospective customers attending the show.
I hope that the trade fair
participation paves the way
for broad-scope cooperation not only in our industry
but also in related business
sectors.
ekotech.targikielce.pl
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SAFE EXPO

WE CAN DO IT

Safety is our top priority.
We adhere to the epidemiological rules. The
events organised in Targi Kielce observe the
strict sanitary regime. Learn what we do to
offer a safe expo. Focus on the talk-shop sessions, do the business without compromising on you safety and well-being!

Online registration systems for exhibitors, media
and visitors

The fairgrounds can only be
entered through disinfection
and contact-less body temperature screening gates

Limited and fully
controlled number of
events participants

1,5m

Clearly marked,
safe entry zones. 1,5 metre
social distancing observed
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Obligation to cover
the nose and mouth

Mandatory hand disinfection for all people
entering the facility

THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS
WHICH DETERMINE THE TRADE FAIR PARTICIPATION (%)
*source: expo surveys

55

47,5

47,5

27,5

25

The expo
brand

Number of visitors

Price

Company’s brand
high recognition

Accompanying
events

Sample expo stand solutions
- sample exhibition-stand developments under the price-calculations in the EKOTECH 2022 special-offer scheme and the prices.

We hope the Expo stand examples presented below help you choose a stand that meets your expectations. The Expo stand description - standard construction and equipment can be found on page 1
of the expo registration form. We are always ready to offer you help and assistance in bespoke expo
stand arrangements to your needs.
expo surface + expo stand - standard construction + registration fee under special price scheme*
EXPO
SPACE TYPE

The package composed of Exhibition Hall
based expo surface +
Expo stand of standard
construction with
accessories: 1 table, 3
chairs, 1 L1 counter +
registration fee

M2

PARTICIPATION
COST AVALIA-

PARTICIPATION
COST AVALIA-

PARTICIPATION
COST AVALIA-

PARTICIPATION
COST AVALIA-

BLE UNTIL
31.10.2021
(NET PLN)

BLE UNTIL
31.11.2021
(NET PLN)

BLE UNTIL
31.12.2021
(NET PLN)

BLE UNTIL
1.01.2022
(NET PLN)
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2 758

2 992

3 226

3 460

15

4 330

4 720

5 110

5 500

20

5 640

6 160

6 680

7 200

25

6 950

7 600

8 250

8 900

30

8 260

9 040

9 820

10 600

Podane ceny nie uwzględniają 23% VAT

* The minimum expo surface - 6 m 2. Expo stand - standard construction which can be modified. Additional items availability - the subject
to regular terms and conditions; ordered separately on a separate order form form, extra charge according to the Targi Kielce’s price list.

ekotech.targikielce.pl
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INVITATION
This invitation requires prior registration on the www.
ekotech.targikielce.pl website - go to the Visitors Registration tab. Register, download and print your free ticket - the ticket required in order to enter the expo grounds.

The 22nd International Environmental Protection
and Waste Management Expo

23-24 February 2022
Opening hours:
• 23.02.: 9.00-17.00
• 24.02.: 9.00-17.00

Hotel booking:
Anna Kubicka
+4841 365 12 37


kubicka.anna@targikielce.pl

Contact:
Marcin Musiał
 +4841 365 12 19


musial.marcin@targikielce.pl

ekotech.targikielce.pl
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